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1/ Introduction: 

Many contemporary public policy debates involve issues concerning labour supply.

Econometric research has made considerable contributions to this area, attempting to

measure the effects on labour supply of changes in transfer programs or the effects on

tax revenues and labour supply of changes in income tax, as well as the effects of other

labour market factors. In early econometric studies, the ordinary least squares estimators

were used, but they caused econometricians concern about resulting biases. For

example, the dependent variable in many regressions, namely hours worked, is

censored. Observed hours worked are nonnegative and in many samples, the number of

hours worked is zero for a large number of individuals. Furthermore, wages of

nonworking individuals are also unobservable, and for observable wages there are issues

of simultaneity of wages and hours worked.

To deal with limited dependent variables, sample selectivity, censored and truncated

data, and other statistical issues, such as simultaneity of wages and hours worked, a host

of sophisticated techniques were developed, based on second generation labour supply

models. The second generation model has proved to be better than the first generation

model, but like the latter, most second generation studies apply the sampling theory

approach. The sampling theory approach has many advantages, but it also has some

inherent shortcomings. So the major objective of the dissertation is to examine the

sampling theory approach in more detail in order to detect its shortcomings and propose

an alternative way to estimate second generation model, namely the Bayesian approach.

The area of labour supply analysis is very wide, so we will focus on labour force

decisions of women as the context of our study.

To carry out the above objective, the dissertation consists of the following sections.

Firstly, labour supply economic theory is reviewed, where the development from the

first generation model to the second generation model is briefly discussed. Secondly, the

data for the study are defined and described. Thirdly, a working labour supply model

will be constructed, which serves as the base for the development and application of the

estimating procedures. Fourthly, the sampling theory procedures will be developed and
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applied using the available data. After that, the Bayesian approach procedures are

developed and applied. A comparison between the two approaches is made concerning

their advantages and disadvantages and well as the relationship of the two approaches.

Finally, some conclusions from our study will be drawn with regard to the objective of

the dissertation.



2/ Review of Labour supply economic theory: 

2.1/ Economic models on labour supply:

2.1.1/ The individual labour supply model:

The individual labour supply model is an application of the theory of consumer

behaviour. The individual allocates time to market work and nonmarketable activities,

which are called "leisure". Utility is maximized by choosing combinations of goods and

leisure hours subject to time, price and income constraints (Berndt 1991, p. 600-606).

In model terms, the individual's preferences are represented by a twice differentiable

utility function U=U(G,L), indicating the utility (U) obtained from consuming

alternative quantities of goods (G) and leisure (L). The marginal utilities of G and L are

assumed to be positive and the utility function is concave in G and L, i.e.

a 2u aG2 ,a 2u aL2 < o
a 2u aGaL > o

Along an indifference curve (IC), alternative combinations of G and L generate the

same level of satisfaction. Two important properties of the indifference curve are its

slope and shape. The total differential of U(G,L) is:

(aU / aG)dG + (aU / aL)dL = dU	 (2.2)

With dU=0 along a given IC, the slope of the IC is derived as:

dGDU DU MUL 

L aG	 MU 	
RS LG	 (2.3)

dL — 'a	 = —m

It is also known as the negative of the marginal rate of substitution of leisure for

consumer goods, denoted here as - MRSLG•

3

(2.1)

Because MUL and MUG are both positive, IC's slope downward. Further, concavity

means that IC's are convex to the origin. Since IC's, farther away from the origin,
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represent successively higher levels of U, the utility maximizing individual will choose

the highest possible IC, given the budget constraint.

Three factors affect the budget constraint : prices, nonlabour income and time. P G is the

unit price of G, PL is the wage rate, V is the nonlabour income, T is the total time

available in any period. T=H+L, where H is the hours of market work, and L is the

hours for leisure. The total income, denoted by Y, is the sum of labour and nonlabour

income. So the budget constraint is then:

Y=PLH+V=PL(T-L)=PGG	 (2.4)

To facilitate graphical analysis, the budget constraint is written in the form of a linear

function (y=ax+b), where prices and income are expressed in real terms:

G= PL T+ V 1 — PL L _ L L

PG PG PG

Where y=G, x=L, a= — LP and b= PL T + V
PG 	 PG PG

The equation is graphed in the figure below:

(2.5)

P

Figure 1: Utility maximization subject to budget constraint
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The budget line is B'B with intercept b=[(PL/PG)T+V/PG] and slope a= - (PL/PG)•

Maximization of U subject to B'B means the choice of point P, where the slope of the

IC is equal to the slope of B'B. At this point, G=OG', L=OH' and H=H'T.

Analytically, the model can be formulated as follows:

U U(G, ---> max

subject to:

G

 [
PL T+ V - PL L
PG PG PG

L < T

To solve this model, we first set up the Lagrangian function, whereby both sides of the

budget constraint equation are multiplied by PG to facilitate derivation:

11/ = U(G, L) – X[PGG – PL (T – L) – V]	 (2.7)

Then the first partial derivatives of with respect to G and L are taken and set equal to

zero. Solving this will give us the conditions for the optimal combination of G and L:

MRS = L

LG PG

The way in which figure (1) has been drawn allows for an interior solution, point P,

where L<T and so H>0; that is, the individual participates in the labour force. This need

not be the case and it is crucial to understanding the labour force participation decision.

It is intuitively reasonable that an individual is willing to work only if the wage rate

offered is at least equal to some minimum rate, which is called the individual's

reservation wage. To show that such a reservation wage actually exists, we consider the

graph in the following figure.

(2.6)

(2.8)
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Figure 2: Corner solution of the utility maximization problem

Point P is as before an interior solution. Now we assume the IC-pattern to be that of

IC2; then point P' would be the optimal solution, but at P' we have L>T in violation of

the budget constraint. So IC2 should be moved down to IC 3 where the budget constraint

is satisfied. At point B, where T=L, we have a corner solution, i.e. the individual does

not work. There we have:

MRSLG > 
PL

(2.9)
PG

In order to get an interior solution, the budget line should be made steeper, i.e. PL/PG

should be increased until it equals MRSLG at point B. In other words, the real wage rate

should be increased until it equals MRS LG at point B, which is denoted by MRSLG(B).

And the real wage rate W*=MRS LG(B) is called the reservation wage.

2.1.2/ Some extensions of the individual labour supply model:

The first extension is to consider the labour supply decision in a household context. An

individual's decision is no longer made in isolation, but in connection with the decisions

made by other members of the household or family. The existence of a household

aggregate utility function is assumed (Berndt 1991, p. 607-608):

U=U(G,L i ,L2 , 	 ,Ln)	 (2.10)

where Li is the leisure consumed by the i-th individual in the household. This utility

function is maximized, subject to the household budget constraint. The household

labour supply model allows for an important generalization that includes not only the

individual's own substitution effects, but also the cross substitution effects between any
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two members of the household. Many well-known comparative statistics results of the

individual approach carry over easily to the household approach.

The second extension is the more general time allocation model (Berndt 1991, p. 610-

613). In reality, time is not divided only into two parts, market work and leisure;

nonmarket time is also used for producing consumable services at home, using both

time and goods. This kind of activity is called nonmarket work. So the total amount of

time is now allocated to three parts, leisure, market work and nonmarket work. A further

insight is that neither leisure time nor consumer goods are consumed by themselves,

since leisure time is enjoyed together with goods and all goods require time in

consumption. This means that consumption and so labour supply decisions of

individuals and households are based on a menu of alternative activities with varying

combinations of both goods and time. The term "activity" is the generalization of leisure

and nonmarket work and is denoted by Zi. Households are assumed to combine goods

(Gi) and time (ti) to produce m generalized "commodities" 	 subject to household

production functions Zi=Zi(Gi, ti), where i=1,2, 	 ,m. The utility function is then

U=U(Z ,Z2 , 	 Zm) and it is to be maximized subject to the household budget

constraint:

F=PL*T+V	 (2.11)

where F is the total household income, V is the household nonlabour income, PL is the

wage rate and T is the total available household time. It is obvious T=t 1 +t2+ 	 tm+H,

where H is the total household market work. The extended model allows, among other

things, for taking into account the relationship between market and nonmarket work,

which considerably affects labour force participation decisions.

The third extension is the inclusion of employment costs in the model (Berndt 1991, p.

613-614; Killingsworth 1983, p.1-29). In general, it can be costly to hold a job, e.g for

transportation, child care .... Costs may be in the form of money, time or nonpecuniary.

They can also be of fixed or varying nature. As an example, we consider only the case

of fixed time costs of employment with amount C, which corresponds to h' hours of

market work. It is obvious that if an individual decides to work, this person would

expect at least to cover the incurred employment costs; that means H>h' . So H=0 if the

individual does not work and H>h' if the individual works. This fact has implications

for the model. The budget constraint line becomes kinked, with a flat, horizontal

segment emanating from H=0 to H=h', because the fixed time costs of h' do not
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contribute to earning and so do not increase consumption of goods. In general, both

goods and leisure are reduced, as illustrated in the figure below:

Li h' T	 L

Figure 3: The budget line with fixed costs of employment

A further implication is that much of the upward-sloping portion of labour supply

curves will not be observed in data on hours of work, which can make the problem of

sample selectivity bias more severe.

The fourth extension is the incorporating of tax into the model (Berndt 1991, p. 629-

633). Taxes on wage and property income can significantly affect labour supply

decisions. Suppose, that the individual is taxed on the total income with a progressive

tax structure with m increasing marginal tax rates r m>rm_ 	 >r1 corresponding to m

levels of total income. The budget constraint line is then kinked with m distinct and

successively flatter linear segments, which are quasi-concave to the origin. Given

strictly convex indifference curves, the point of tagency between the IC and the budget

set is unique and takes place either at one of the kinks or at an interior point between the

kinks. However, if other real world statutory tax provisions are introduced, such as

exemptions, deductibles and transfer payments tied to hours worked, then the budget

constraint line may include some nonconcave regions and multiple tangencies may

occur. This may complicate the estimation of tax effects on labour supply. To deal with

this problem, linearization of the budget constraint set can be introduced by assuming

the continuation of a particular linear segment of the budget constraint set. The

linearization techniques seem to be simple, but it can cause some new econometric

problems. First the after tax wage rate TW and property income TV depend on the hours

worked H (because marginal tax rate ri varies with H), the disturbance term in the hours

worked equation is correlated with the regressors TW and TV. Second, it can be that in
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response to change in marginal tax rates, the individual can move to a different segment

of the budget constraint set. So estimation based on a particular linear segment, hence

on a predetermined tax rate, is unreliable.

The final extension of the individual labour supply model, considered in this

dissertation, is the labour supply decision in a dynamic life cycle context, where

education, training and work at different ages are interdependent (Killingsworth 1983, p.

209-214). These factors become endogenous to a certain extent, while they can be seen

as totally exogenous in the static context. The simple way to extend the static one period

individual labour supply model to a dynamic multiple period model is to treat leisure at

any two different periods as two different goods. The same approach applies to

consumption. So, at the most general level, the multiple period or life time utility

function can be specified as:

U=U{ [C(0),L(0)],[C(1),L(1)], 	 ,[C(T),L(T)] }	 (2.12)

where L(t) is leisure in period t, C(t) is consumption in period t, and the individual's

lifetime starts at t=0 and ends at t=T.

The next step is to develop a dynamic or lifetime budget constraint, subject to which the

utility function U is to be maximized. We assume that the credit market is perfect, so

that the individual can save and borrow at an exogenous market interest rate r, subject to

the requirement that the individual must at least break even, i.e a positive or zero net

worth Z, at the end of life. Let Z(0), the level of net worth at t=0, be given exogenously,

then net worth Z will change over time according to the relation:

Z(t+1)-Z(t)=rZ(t)+W(t)H(t)-P(t)C(t)	 (2.13)

where Z(t), W(t), P(t) and C(t) refer to net worth, wage rate, price level and

consumption at time t respectively and are subject to the requirement Z(T+1) � 0. To

simplify analysis, we assume that the individual does not want to make any bequest

upon death, so the requirement becomes Z(T+1)=0. Together with L(t)=1-H(t), we can

rewrite ( 2.12) as follows:

(1 + r)Z(0) + 1(1+ r) -tW(t) =	 (1 + r)-t[W(OL(t)+ P(t)C(t)]
	

(2.14)
t =0	 t =0
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This is the lifetime budget constraint. The left hand side of this expression can be seen

as full wealth, since it equals the present value of the wealth accumulated if the

individual devoted all available time to working (L(t)=0) and banked all earnings

(C(t)=0). As such, full wealth is the maximum present value attainable by the

individual. On the other hand, the right hand side of the expression is the spending of

full wealth on streams of leisure and goods.

So far we have discussed several extensions of the individual labour supply model. Each

extension provides a deeper analysis of labour supply decisions, on the other hand it

also makes the model more complicated, although empirical analysis can proceed. This

is a familiar problem for the econometrician, namely the trade off between

computational complexity and the availability of data on one hand and the flexibility of

the functional form on the other hand.

2.2/ Econometric models on labour supply:

Based on the theory and economic models of labour supply, many kinds of econometric

models have been developed to deal with empirical issues of labour economics. First,

they may be used to test the finding of theoretical economic models, for example,

whether a wage increase has any effect on labour supply. Second, econometric models

can provide quantitative information on the effects of other concerns, e.g information on

the sign and magnitudes of the effects. Third, econometric models may highlight some

important trends in the labour market, such as the phenomenal increase in labour force

participation of women (particularly married women). Finally, empirical studies assist

in preparation and evaluation of government policies concerning labour supply, such as

tax and transfer programs. In general, econometric models are classified as first or

second generation depending on the underlying economic theory and econometric

issues.

2.2.1/ First generation models:

First generation studies are characterized as relying on ordinary least squares estimation

of parameters in equations whose functional form is chosen arbitrarily, not derived

explicitly from a utility or indirect utility function (Berndt 1991, p. 614-617). First

generation studies began in the 1930s and continued into early 1970s. A well known

study using aggregate data was by Glen Cain (1966), while representative studies using

microdata were conducted by Glen Cain and Harold Watts (1973). The main

contributions to first generation models have been reviewed by Killingsworth (1983, p.
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111-118). First generation studies were summarized according to the characteristics of

the sample and the construction of variables such as hours of work, wage and property

income. The characteristics of the sample refer to the type of workers, for example,

married working men with a nonworking spouse. Hours of work can be, for example,

working hours per year or per week.

Some commonly used linear functional forms are:

H=a+bW+cV+e	 (2.15)

J
H i = a i +	 + c i V + e i	(2.16)

j=1

H i = b iWi +ci(V+ 
J	

(2.17)
 j=1, jai

where H is hours worked, W is the real wage rate, V is the real property income, e is a

stochastic term and the i,j subscripts refer to different household members. The first

equation refers to the labour supply of a given individual, the second equation to that of

a household member allowing for non zero intrahousehold (cross substitution) effects on

i's labour supply, and the last equation constrains these cross substitution effects to zero.

Intercept terms are often made a function of variables such as age, gender, and race,

reflecting taste for work. Furthermore, variables are transformed using logarithms and

polynomials. The first generation model looks simple, but there are some problems.

First of all, data on wage rates are not available for persons who are not working. This

leads to the problem of excluding nonworking persons from the regression, which will

lead to sample selection bias. Secondly, a single linear function can not adequately

represent labour supply behaviour, while a system of equations seems more suitable.

Finally, the sources underlying the error term e are typically ignored, no distinction is

made between measurement error and omitted regressors.

In term of empirical findings, most first generation studies conclude that female labour

supply is more sensitive to changes in income than male labour supply. Leisure is

found to be a normal good for both men and women. Another common conclusion is

that an income-compensated increase in one's own wage increases one's labour supply.

Although these qualitative findings are consistent, the quantitative estimates of the

labour supply elasticities differ dramatically. Nevertheless some conclusions are

disputed, e.g. the female income oversensitivity.
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The above mentioned weaknesses and some controversial results from first generation

models have led to closer examination of the underlying labour supply economic theory

and the econometric issues, resulting in the development of second generation

econometric models.

2.2.2/ Second generation models:

The distinguishing feature of second generation models is the explicit treatment of the

utility function and unobservable variables such as wage rates of nonworking people

(Berndt 1991, p. 617-629). In the following, all kinds of income are in real terms. To

simplify analysis, we first assume that real wage rates Wi are available for all

individuals in the population, including nonworkers. Later on this assumption will be

lifted.

The derivation of a second generation model starts with a utility function in an extended

form:

U=U(G,L,X,e)	 (2.18)

Where G and L represent goods and leisure as usual, X includes factors affecting labour

supply H such as wage rates, property income, education and training, work experience,

age, gender..., and e is the error term representing unobservable tastes for work and

leisure, which are different among individuals. From the utility function we can derive

the marginal rate of substitution of leisure for consumer goods as shown by equation

(2.3). The derived MRSLG will have the form:

MRSLG=f(G,L,X,e)	 (2.19)

Because G and L are both functions of H, MRSLG .can be made more compact as:

MRSLG=f(H,X,e)	 (2.20)

If we let X * =(H,X), we have MRS LG=f( X * ,e). To simplify analysis, we make the

assumption that MRSLG for the whole population has the linear form:

M i = X i* C1 1- e mi	 (2.21)
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where emi is the error term for unobservable tastes for work and leisure, and is assumed

to be normally distributed with mean zero. Recall that we define the reservation rate as

MRSLG(0), so by setting H=0 in equation (2.21) and solving for the reservation rate

Wi , we can obtain the reservation rate equation for the whole population:

Wi  = X re + e ri	 (2.22)

The X ** matrix is the matrix X * with the W and H vectors deleted (Berndt 1991, p.

624-625) and error term eni represents tastes for work and leisure like e mi (because the

reservation wage equation is derived from MRS-equation).

Now we relax the assumption that Wi are known for all individuals by setting up a

population wage equation:

Wi = Z i r +ewi	 (2.23)

where Z i consists of regressors, that are available for the whole population, such as

gender, age, education, region, work experience 	 and error term ewi represents

productivity and ability.

The next step is to set up the hours worked equation for the whole population. In order

to make the model analytically and computationally workable, most second generation

studies have proceeded by assuming Hi is linear in Wi and X i** , where error term ehi

also represent tastes for work and leisure. The hours worked equation has the form:

H i =	 + X i**C + ehi	 (2.24)

Substitution of (2.23) into (2.24), the hours worked equation becomes:

H i = c i (Z i F+e wi )+ X i** C+e hi	(2.25)

H i = c il i r+X i** C+(e hi +c i e wi )	 (2.26)
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Set	 egi=ciewi+ehi	 (2.27)

The hours worked equation becomes:

Hi = c il ir +X i** C +egi	 (2.28)

To summarise, the basic building blocks of second generation models are four linear

equations for the whole population (Killingsworth 1983, p. 149-150):

The marginal rate of substitution equation:

Mi = Xi*(13 	(2.29)

The reservation wage equation:

WI =xre+ e ri	 (2.30)

The wage equation:

Wi = Z i F + ewi	 (2.31)

The hours worked equation can be expressed in two forms:

+ The structural form, without substitution of Wi:

H i = c i Wi + X j**C + e hi	 (2.32)

+ The reduced form, with substitution of Wi:

H i = c i l ir+ X i** C + e gi	 (2.33)

The first equation, namely the marginal rate of substitution equation, serves as a

theoretical base, while the last three equations, the reservation wage equation, the wage

equation and the hours worked equation, are involved in the estimation process. All four
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equations are assumed to be the true equations for the whole population, but many

observations are available for working people only. So taking the availability of data

into account for estimation purposes, the model becomes:

+ In structural form:

Wi = Z i r+e wi	if Wi > Wi	 (2.34)

Wi = 0	 if Wi	(2.35)

H i = c 1 Wi + Xi *Cehi	if Wi > NV:	 (2.36)

H i = 0	 if Wi	(2.37)

Wi = X i** 0 + e ri	 (2.38)

+ In reduced form:

Wi =Z i F+e wi	if Wi > Wi*	(2.39)

Wi = 0	 if Wi Wi*	(2.40)

H i = c i l i F+ X i** C+e gi if Wi > Wi	 (2.41)

H i = 0	 if Wi �.	 (2.42)

Wi = X i**0 + e ri	 (2.43)

All error terms are assumed to be normally distributed with mean zero.

The distinction between these two cases is essential for estimation, because each form of

model presentation facilitates certain kinds of estimation techniques, e.g. two stage least

square estimator (2SLS), maximum likelihood estimator (MLH) or indirect least squares

(ILS), whose discussion is the subject of the next sections.

One characteristic of the model is that it allows for discontinuous labour supply

schedules, i.e., labour supply does not fall continuously to zero in response to, say,
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changes in W. A special case of the model is a model assuming continuous labour

supply, where consistent with the linear labour supply assumption, we adopt an

analytically convenient proportionality hypothesis, suggested by Heckman, that hours

of work Hi are proportional to the difference between Wi and W: whenever W i > Wi

and are zero otherwise, so we have the following hours worked equation:

H i = b(Wi Wi* )	 if Wi >	 (2.44)

H i = 0	 if Wi 5_. Wi	 (2.45)

In technical terms, the hours worked equation of this specific case is a Tobit model,

with corresponding relevant estimation issues. The characteristics of a Tobit model can

be made clear by replacing the condition for positive labour supply W i > WI' by the

equivalent Wi —	 > . On the other hand, the wage equation is not a Tobit model,

so the model with the proportionality assumption can not be seen as a bivariate Tobit

model for which it might be mistaken. The more general model can also not be seen as a

Tobit model, although it looks very similar to a Tobit one, because neither equation has

the Tobit form. To be precise, the model is a multivariate censored data model.

Nevertheless, Tobit estimation techniques can be easily applied, with some

modification.

In conclusion, second generation models, in contrast to those of the first generation,

consist of three equations; the first equation is the wage equation, the second one is the

hours worked equation and the third equation is the reservation wage equation. With

regard to the availability of observations, the first two equations are divided into two

parts, one for workers and one for nonworkers, while the last equation has no

observations on the dependent variable Wi* . This is an improvement compared with

first generation models, because the whole sample is taken into account so that

procedures can be developed, avoiding sample selectivity bias. Furthermore, the error

terms are allowed to include omitted variables, which are unobservable factors that

influence labour supply such as tastes for work and leisure, abilities, productivity 	 In

particular, ewi of the wage equation represents productivity and abilities. Error term eni

of the reservation wage equation represent tastes for work and leisure. Error term ehi,

and hence also egi represent tastes for work and leisure. The emerging problem is that

productivity and tastes for work are correlated, so ewi and ehi (and so egi) are

correlated; i.e., the hours worked equation and the wage equation of the model are
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correlated. With the same reasoning, all three pairs of the equation system are

correlated. In addition, in the wage equation, Wi is correlated with e wi, so that Wi is

correlated with ehi. In the hours worked equation, if Wi is treated as a regressor, then

this regressor is correlated with the error term, this will lead to simultaneous equation

bias of OLS estimates. All these will have impacts on the estimation techniques to be

developed later.

The main contributions to second generation studies were reviewed by Berndt (1991, p.

623-624). The nature of the OLS bias was considered by Arthur S. Goldberger (1981)

and William H. Greene (1981). Among others, James Heckman (1976, 1979, 1980) has

made great contributions to labour supply economics in relation to second generation

models. Heckman suggested adding an estimate of the inverse of Mill's ratio as a

regressor in the wage and hours worked equations to deal with the problem of sample

selectivity bias. To deal with the problem of an endogenous wage in the hours worked

equation, Heckman made use of the reduced form hours worked equation, he also used

full information maximum likelihood (FIML) to tackle the problem of correlation

between the wage and hours worked equations. Killingsworth (1983, p. 186-191)

summarized second generation studies according to the characteristics of the sample and

the construction of the variables such as hours worked, wage and property income, as he

did for first generation studies.



3/ Data description: 
Before we proceed to develop a particular model for estimation purposes, it is necessary

to define some relevant technical terms and describe the data (Berndt 1991, p. 596-599;

Killingsworth 1983, p. 87-100).

As currently defined in the United States, the labour force consists of people 16 years of

age and older who are not institutionalized in prisons or mental institutions, employed

or unemployed. The total labour force also includes resident military personnel. For the

purpose of this dissertation, the focus is confined to the civilian portion of the labour

force. The employed are those who worked one hour or more for wages or salary during

the reference week (week of data collection) or did 15 hours or more of unpaid work in

a family business or farm. Individuals, absent from work because of vacation, illness,

inclement weather or strikes and lockouts, are also counted as employed. The

unemployed are people who have no job, but have looked for work during the

preceding four weeks and were available for work during the reference week, or who are

waiting to report to a new job within the next 30 days.

In terms of hours of work, hours of employment is often used as a measurement.

However, this employment measurement might not reflect the number of hours an

individual is willing to supply at a given wage rate. One argument is that many

employers specify standard weekly hours of work equal to, say 35, 38 or 40 hours per

week and this limits the choice of employees. Furthermore, firms with the same 40-hour

standard workweek often offer different yearly hours of work. Finally, occupational

choice has a working-hours dimension, such as in the education system. Despite all

these constraints, employees can still have a substantial choice over hours of work,

especially in the choice of a suitable employer. So we take hours of employment as

approximately reflecting the number of hours an individual is willing to supply at a

given wage rate. It is also useful to distinguish hours of work from hours paid. The

difference between them has increased since World War II in the United States, because

of the growing importance of paid leaves. In this dissertation, the measure of labour

supply refers to hours at work, not hours paid.

Another variable is the wage rate. Theoretically what is required in the model is the

marginal wage rate as earnings for an additional hour of work, which depends on the

number of hours already worked because of warm-up or fatigue effects. In the model we

are interested in the marginal effect of a change in wage rate on the hours supplied;

hence, what we need is the marginal wage rate. The marginal wage rate is in principal

18
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different to the average wage rate, but because we do not have observed data on the

marginal wage rate, we must use the average wage rate as a substitute; it takes the form

of a hourly, weekly or monthly wage. In addition, these wage measures ignore

nonpecuniary components of pay and so are less than the real payment.

A further variable is the property income which is income from all sources other than

employment. In principle, property income should include both money income, e.g. in

the form of a bank deposit, and the estimated money value of a stream of nonmoney

services received from physical assets, such as housing and other durables. But it entails

considerable conceptual and practical difficulties, so most measures of property income

refer to money flow only.

The measure of educational attainment is another variable. It is simply the highest grade

attended. Hence the schooling variable is 12 for high school graduates and 16 for

college degree holders. But this definition is relative, because people can take different

times to finish a degree. Moreover, given a wide range of schooling quality, number of

schooling years is a very crude measure. However, this measure is simple to observe.

Another variable is the stock of on-the-job-training human capital, which is typically

measured by years of labour force experience. This variable is hardly ever directly

obtained in survey questionnaires.

The set of data used in this paper is contained in the MROZ data file (see appendix 1),

provided by the Survey Research Centre at the University of Michigan, taken from the

1976 Panel Study of Income Dynamics (PSID) and is based on the data for the previous

year 1975 (See appendix 1 for details). The data set is very useful for empirical research,

because the same households are interviewed year after year, generating panel data.

Moreover, attempts are made to distinguished desired hours of labour supply from hours

at work. Of the 753 observations, the first 428 are for women with positive hours

worked in 1975, while the remaining 325 observations are for women who did not work

for pay in 1975. Each observation consists of 19 variables.

LFP, meaning labour force participation, is a dummy variable, equal to 1 if the woman

worked in 1975, otherwise it equals zero.

WHRS is the wife's hours of work in 1975.
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KL6 and K618 indicate the number of children in the household under age 6 and

between ages 6 and 18, respectively.

WA is the wife's age in years.

WE is the wife's educational attainment in years of schooling.

WW is the wife's average hourly earning in 1975 dollars.

RPWG is the wife's wage reported at the time of the 1976 interview, in dollars.

HHRS variable is the husband's hours of work in 1975. HA is his age, HE his education

attainment in years of schooling and HW is his 1975 wage in 1975 dollars.

FAMINC is the family income in 1975, so to calculate the wife's property income

PRIN, the product WW*WHRS is subtracted from FAMINC: PRIN=FAMINC-

WW*WHRS (Berndt 1991, p. 653).

MTR is the wife's marginal tax rate evaluated if her hours of work were zero. It is taken

from published federal tax tables, excluding state and local income taxes, but including

any applicable social security benefits.

WMED and WFED are the wife's mother's and father's years of schooling, respectively.

UN is the unemployment rate in the county of residence, in percentage points.

CIT is another dummy variable, equal to 1 if the residence is in a large city (a Standard

Metropolitan Statistical Area SMSA), and equal to zero otherwise.

AX is the wife's previous labour market experience, in years.
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4/ Development of a working labour supply model: 

In section (2.2.2) the general features of a second generation labour supply model were

explained. Such a model consists of four linear equations: the marginal rate of

substitution equation, the reservation wage equation, the wage equation and the hours

worked equation. Only the last three equations actually form the model and are to be

estimated, with the reservation wage equation in relation to the wage equation

determining whether a person is working in the sense that a person will work only if the

wage is greater than the reservation wage. That means we should construct three linear

equations to form the model, namely the reservation wage equation, the wage equation

and the hours worked equation. The task of this section is to introduce a working model

based on the theoretical background provided in section (2.2.2). This working model

should take into account the limitations of the available data and at the same time help

in carrying out the objectives of the dissertation. The major issue here is to decide on

what variables, especially what regressors should be included in the model. The major

criterion should be the economic relevance of the variable based on labour supply

economic theory. On the other hand, consideration should also be paid to the fact that in

reality there are problems concerning the definition and measurement of variables, so

the economic relevance of some variables could be drastically reduced. Furthermore,

one purpose of this dissertation is to compare the sampling theory and the Baysian

approaches in estimation of the model; i.e., the focus is more on the econometric side

than on the economic theory side. So, the model will include only the most important

variables to facilitate computation and highlight the econometric issues. Also, in this

regard, the model will deal only with labour supply of women. Finally, the available

variables are confined to the MROZ data file, taken from the 1976 Panel Study of

Income Dynamics (PSID), which was described in section (3).

4.1/ Selection of model variables for the wage equation:

From an economic point of view, it is convenient to start with the variables of the wage

equation (2.23). The dependent variable is the wife's average hourly earning (WW).

Following previous studies, the logarithm of WW is taken (LWW). The equation is for

the whole population, so variables in the form of regressors should be available for the

whole population, such as wife's age (WA), wife's education (ED), region (CIT), wife's

work experience (AX), unemployment rate (UN)....
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First, let us consider how age affects wage. From labour economic theory, with respect

to age, the wage function of a person has a concave parabolic shape, peaking somewhere

in midlife (Berndt 1991, p. 150-190). So the wage function is:

LWWi=a0+aiWAi+a2WA2i-Fewi	(4.1)

where WA2=WA*WA and the coefficient a2 of WA2 is expected to be negative to

make the wage function concave.

The variable AX is measured by the number of years of previous labour market

experience. This variable is also seen as an expression of on-the-job-training human

capital. However, the regressor is highly correlated with WA in this form of

measurement and it would cause multicollinearity problems. So the variable is not

included in the model.

As far as the wife's parents education is concerned, the MROZ data file contains the

number of years of schooling WMED and WFED for the mother and father respectively.

The sum of them is the new variable WPED=WMED+WFED.

Further, LWW is assumed to linearly depend on WE, WPED, UN and CIT.

thus, for the wage equation (2.23) we have the following working form:

LWWi=Zi r +

=a0+aiWAi+a2WA2i+a3WEi+a4WPEDi+a5UNi+a6CITi+ewi	(4.2)

where the error term ewi represents unobservable factors such as productivity and

capability.

4.2/ Selection of model variables for the reservation wage
equation:

The dependent variable of this equation is the reservation wage, which was defined in

section (2.1.1). Here it also takes the form of logarithm (LWW*). Based on the general

conclusion in section (2.2.2), the reservation wage equation is derived from the marginal

rate of substitution equation by setting H=0. The marginal rate of substitution equation

is in turn derived from an extended utility function, whose independent variables
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include directly or indirectly all the variables affecting wage. So the regressors of the

reservation wage equation include all the variables affecting wage, i.e. all the regressors

of the wage equation. In addition, there are more variables, which considerably affect

the threshold level of wage and labour supply and so should be included as regressors of

the reservation wage equation.

The first to be considered is the property income (PRIN), already explained in section

(3). PRIN, as an alternative source of income to that from labour, enables a woman to be

relatively independent from work and more demanding in terms of a wage.

The number of children also affects the willingness of a woman to take part in the

labour force; thereby, the children's ages play an important role. Children are divided

into two groups: under the age of 6 (KL6) and between ages 6 and 18 (K618). The

inclusion of all the regressors from the wage equation would make the reservation wage

equation unidentified (a detailed discussion of identification issues will be conducted

when dealing with estimation techniques). To avoid this problem, one regressor of the

wage equation should be excluded from the reservation wage equation. The regressor

WPED seems to have little direct effect on reservation wage, therefore it is excluded. So

the reservation wage equation (2.22) has the working form:

LWW: = X:c* Co + eri

= bp + b i WA i + b 2 WA2 i + b 3 WE j + b 4 UN i + b5CITi	 (4.3)

+ b 6 PRIN i + b 7 KL6 i + b 8 1(618 i + eri

where eri is the error term expressing unobservable tastes for work and leisure.

4.3/ Selection of model variables for the hours worked
equation:

The dependent variable of the equation is the wife's yearly hours of work (WHRS). In

section (2.2.2) two kinds of assumptions about the hours worked equation are

introduced, namely a model with the proportionality hypothesis and a more general case

where the hours worked equation is a linear combination of all the regressors in the

wage and reservation wage equations, and LWW itself. The proportionality hypothesis

does not allow for discontinuous labour supply, which is convenient for modelling but

not realistic, because in the real world employment involves certain kinds of costs

making a discontinuous labour supply schedule unavoidable. So for further discussion,
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the more general case is chosen. But the inclusion of all the regressors from the wage

equation would make the hours worked equation unidentified (a detailed discussion of

identification issues will be conducted when dealing with estimation techniques). To

avoid this problem, one regressor of the wage equation should be excluded from the

hours worked equation (Heckman 1974). The regressor WPED seems to have little

direct effect on labour supply, so WPED is not included in the hours worked equation.

The hours worked equation (2.24) then has the working structural form:

WHRS i. c 1 LWWi + X:c* C + e hi

=ciLWWi+c2WAi+c3WA2i+c4WEi+c5UNi+c6CITi

+c7PRINi+c81(L6i+c9K618i+eni 	 (4.4)

where error term eh; represents tastes for work.

If wage equation (4.2) is substituted for LWW in the hours worked equation (4.4), the

hours worked equation (2.28) has the working reduced form:

WHRS i.c i l i F + X j** C + egi

=ci(ao+aiWAi+a2WA2i+a3WEi+a4WPEDi+a5UNi+a6CITi+ewi)+co+c2WA;

+c3WA2i+c4WEi+c5UNi+c6CITi +c7PRINi+c8I(L6i+c9K618i+eni	(4.5)

Because Zi and X i** have a number of variables in common, we need to rearrange this

equation to consolidate it. Working in this direction, we have:

WHRSi=c i ao+c i ai WAi+c 1 a2WA2i+c 1 a3WEi+c 1 a4WPEDi+c 1 a5UNi

+c1a6CITi+ciewi+co+c2WAi+c3WA2i+c4WEi+c5UNi+c6CITi

+c7PRINi+c8KL6i+c9K618i+ehi	(4.6)

WHRSi.(co+cia0)+ciaiWAi+c2WAi+cia2WA2i+c3WA2i+cla3WEi

+c4WEi + c i a4WPEDi+c i a5UNi+c5UNi+ c i a6CITi +c6CITi

+c7PRINi+c8I(L6i+c9K618i+ehi+c 1 ewi
	

(4.7)

WHRSF(co+c i a0)+(c i ai +c2)WAi +(c 1 a2+c3)WA2i +(c i a3 +c4)WEi + cia4WPEDi

+(c 1 a5+c5)UNi+ (c i ao +c6)CITi +c7PRIN i+c8KL6i+c9K618i+(ehi+c iewi) (4.8)
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WHRSi=do+d iWAi +d2WA2i +d3 WEi + d4WPED i+d5UNi+ d6CITi

+017PRINi+d8KL6i+d9K618i+egi	(4.9)

where do = co+c i ao , d i = c 1 a 1 +c2 , d2 = cia2+c3

d3 c i a3 +c4 ,d4 c i a4 , d5 cia5+c5

d6 c i a6 +c6 d7 c7 , d8 C8 d9 = C9

e • = eh•+c i egi	 wt

In accordance with the presentation of the hours worked equation in two ways, the

model also has two forms:

+ The structural form:

LWWi=a0+a 1 WAi+a2WA2i+a3WEi+a4WPEDi	if	 LWWi> LWW: (4.10)

+a5UNi+a6CITi+ewi

LWWi=0	 if	 LWWi LWW: (4.11)

WHRSi=co+ciLWWi+c2WAi+c3WA2i+c4WEi+c5UNi+c6CITi

+c7PRINi+c8KL6i+c9K618i+eni	if	 LWWi> LWW:	 (4.12)

WHRSi=0
	

if	 LWWi.� LWW: (4.13)

LWW: = by + b i WA i + b 2 WA2 i + b 3 WE i + b 4 UN i + b5CITi	
(4.14)

+b 6 PRIN; +b 7 KL6 i +b 8 K618 i +eri

+ The reduced form:

LWWi=a0+a1WAi+a2WA2i+a3WEi+a4WPEDi	if	 LWWi> LWW: (4.15)

+a5UNi+a6CITi+ewi

LWWi=0	 if	 LWWi LWW: (4.16)
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WHRSi=do+d iWAi +d2WA2i +d3 WEi + d4WPEDi if
	

LWWi> LWW:	 (4.17)

+d5UNi+ d6CITi+d7PRINi+d8KL6i

+d9K618i+egi

WHRSi=0
	

if	 LWWi � LWW:	 (4.18)

LWWi = 130 + b i WA i + b 2 WA2 i + b 3 WE i + b 4 UN i + b5CITi	
(4.19)

+ b 6 PRIN i + b 7 KL6 i + b 8 K618 i +eri

where the error terms are assumed to have normal distributions with mean zero and are

correlated, as pointed out in section (2.2.2).

So far a working model has been developed, taking into account the limitations of the

available data, while based on the theoretical laboureconomic background. The working

model will serve as the base for the derivation of estimation procedures and the

calculation of the parameter estimates in the next sections.
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